Enjoy the convenience of durable, long-lasting fabrics without sacrificing the comfort and beauty you expect in a Pride® Power Lift Recliner.¹

Pride® Performance Fabrics are available in a dazzling array of colors for the Oasis¹, Infinity¹, and Heritage¹ Collections.*

* Ultrafabrics® and Crypton® are not available on the 358XXL. Sta-Kleen is not available on the 358XXL in Burgundy or Black.
Ultrafabrics® Ultraleather® offers a richly detailed grain pattern expressive of premium grade leather. This soft fabric is made up of a protective surface layer, top-skin layer, micro-foam layer and substrate, for a superior foundation that delivers high performance and ease-of-care designed for everyday use.

FEATURES AND BENEFITS
• Stain resistant while repelling liquid and moisture
• Withstands harmful effects of cleaners and will not delaminate or fade
• Clinically proven more resistant to temperature changes than vinyl and genuine leather for comfort
• Antimicrobial surface cleans effortlessly with soap and water or a 1:5 bleach/water solution

Lexis Sta-Kleen® Performance Fabric is a revolution in faux leather upholstery; the first stain resistant urethane fabric. Sta-Kleen offers permanent protection, created with a proprietary bonding process inherent in the manufacturing process of the product. It is not a topical application; it will last the lifetime of the upholstery.

FEATURES AND BENEFITS
• Look and feel of real leather, but with care-free durability
• Exceptional strength, abrasion resistance, and UV stability
• “Stain shield” allows spills to wipe off with a cloth, and it’s anti-bacterial.

Crypton® Super Fabrics from Pride® Power Lift Recliners are not only luxurious, durable and contemporary, but also resist spills, stains, odors and bacteria. Nothing gets past Crypton’s unique patented integrated fiber process, protecting your upholstery inside and out.

FEATURES AND BENEFITS
• 100% water resistant; spills just wipe away
• Only disinfectable fabrics in the U.S. approved by the EPA
• Permanent technology that will not come off the fabrics
• 5-year warranty on moisture barrier

Clean and protect your new power lift recliner purchase with the Crypton High-Performance Upholstery Stain Remover Kit. Not only is it ideal for Crypton Fabrics, but it also works well on any water-cleanable fabric, including carpeting, clothing and bedding.

1) Pride® Power Lift Recliners are FDA Class II Medical Devices designed to aid individuals with mobility impairments.